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Using biological sensors, aquatic animals like fishes are capable of perform-

ing impressive behaviours such as super-manoeuvrability, hydrodynamic

flow ‘vision’ and object localization with a success unmatched by human-

engineered technologies. Inspired by the multiple functionalities of the

ubiquitous lateral-line sensors of fishes, we developed flexible and surface-

mountable arrays of micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) artificial hair

cell flow sensors. This paper reports the development of the MEMS artificial

versions of superficial and canal neuromasts and experimental characteriz-

ation of their unique flow-sensing roles. Our MEMS flow sensors feature a

stereolithographically fabricated polymer hair cell mounted on Pb(Zr0.52-

Ti0.48)O3 micro-diaphragm with floating bottom electrode. Canal-inspired

versions are developed by mounting a polymer canal with pores that guide

external flows to the hair cells embedded in the canal. Experimental results

conducted employing our MEMS artificial superficial neuromasts (SNs)

demonstrated a high sensitivity and very low threshold detection limit of

22 mV/(mm s21) and 8.2 mm s21, respectively, for an oscillating dipole stimu-

lus vibrating at 35 Hz. Flexible arrays of such superficial sensors were

demonstrated to localize an underwater dipole stimulus. Comparative

experimental studies revealed a high-pass filtering nature of the canal encap-

sulated sensors with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz and a flat frequency

response of artificial SNs. Flexible arrays of self-powered, miniaturized,

light-weight, low-cost and robust artificial lateral-line systems could enhance

the capabilities of underwater vehicles.
1. Introduction
1.1. Biological hair cell sensors in nature
In nature, there exist numerous and diverse highly sensitive biological sensors,

which work on the principles of mechanotransduction, serving various sensing

needs in amniota including crickets, amphibians, fishes and humans [1].

For instance, a 570 mm tall hair cell on crickets can detect air velocity of around

0.05 mm s21 [2]. Hair cells present in the inner ear of the cochlea respond at

impressive speed to fluid motions and play a quintessential role in hearing and

balance [3]. Tiny hair cell bundles constitute the basic functional elements of all

these sensors which translate mechanical stimuli into the electrical signals
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across the cell membrane [1,4,5]. The lateral-line system in fish

and amphibians basically uses arrays of hair cell sensors for

flow velocity and flow direction sensing [6,7] and the hair

cells in limb joints of insects allow them to detect the orien-

tation of their angled leg joints [8,9]. Despite the rich

functionality and diversity in sensing applications, the funda-

mental sensing principle of all the biological hair cells is

similar. Most hair cells consist of long cilia that protrude into

the external flow and act as a mechanical connection transdu-

cing the flow generated displacements to the neurons

connected at the base of the cilia. The physical dimensions of

the hair cells are designed to suit the concerned application.

The sizes of the biological hair cells may range from as small

as 2 mm in height and 0.1 mm in width (in mammalian inner

ear hair cells) [10], to as big as 1500 mm in height (in cercal

wind-receptor hair cells in crickets) [8] and 500 mm in width

(in cupula in fish) [11]. Studies by biologists suggest that

the biological hair cell sensors through unique material and

structural designs achieve ultrahigh sensitivity, high accuracy,

low threshold detection limits and fast response [1]. Hair

cell-like sensor design for artificial micro-electromechanical

systems (MEMS) flow sensors through biomimetic principles

is certainly a very interesting path which provides significant

advantages for unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs). It

allows emulation of the structural and functional design

principles of the micro- and nano-sensors found in nature.

Moreover, micro-fabrication is a mature field that offers the

flexibility to deploy various biomimetic polymer materials

and novel fabrication methods to realize the complex structural

features of the biological sensors. The novel principles derived

from the observed function of animals, combined with modern

MEMS sensor design techniques enable us to develop sensors

with better sensing abilities.
1.2. Mechanosensory lateral-line sensors
The lateral line found on the body of fishes supports important

functions, such as prey tracking [12], schooling [13] and vortex

sensing [14]. In addition, fishes are known to actively control

their kinematics to interact with oncoming externally gener-

ated vortices, in order to extract energy from the flow and

thereby reduce their locomotory energy expenditure, such as

in the Karman gaiting of trout [14].

The sensory units of the lateral line called neuromasts are

spread over large portions of the fish body [15]. These neuro-

masts are mainly divided into two types of sub-modalities

known as superficial neuromasts (SNs) and canal neuromasts

(CNs), each performing a unique function. The SNs are

located superficially on the skin and function as velocity sen-

sors by responding to differential movement between the fish

body and the surrounding water. The CNs are embedded in

sub-dermal channels and exposed to external flow through

series of pores on the skin of the fish that lead to the channel

[16]. A single neuromast exists embedded within the canal at

the centre of two consecutive pores. CNs act as acceleration

sensors, i.e. they respond proportional to the acceleration

of water outside the canal. Since water flow is produced

inside the canal only by pressure differences between the

canal pores, CNs are also called pressure-gradient sensors.

Aside from the differences in dimensions such as the shape

and height of the cupula, the basic neuromast morphology

and sensing principle of the CNs and the SNs are similar

[17,18]. Each neuromast consists of hair cells embedded
within a soft gelatinous cupula [19]. The cupula acts as a

mechanical connection between the external flow stimuli

and the embedded hair cells and responds to the flow disturb-

ances generated due to the relative motion between the body

of the fish and surrounding fluid. The hair cells form the fun-

damental sensing elements, which act as mechano-electrical

transducers by converting the flow induced mechanical bend-

ing into electrical potentials that are sent through the

innervated afferent fibres to the brain of the fish [1]. CNs

perform several unique sensory features that are not observed

in SNs. Canals enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of sensing at

the neuromast by separating biologically relevant signals

from background noises and self-generated noises [20]. CNs

are insensitive to the dc-component of the bulk water flow

velocity, since these flows do not generate a pressure differ-

ence between consecutive pores of the canal and thereby do

not elicit a response in the neuromast. The SNs and CNs,

through division of labour, perform complete sensing in the

frequency range 0–100 Hz without loss of sensitivity in the

entire frequency range [20,21]. Figure 1 shows schematic and

microscopic images of the biological SNs and CNs of the

blind cave fish.
1.3. Micro-electromechanical systems artificial
lateral lines

Given the capabilities of flow sensing that natural hair cells

show, considerable attention has been devoted recently

towards the development of biomimetic hair cell MEMS

sensors [22]. This is a challenging task due to the complex

three-dimensional structures of the neuromast sensors, and

the demands for highly sensitive yet robust devices. Integration

of the three-dimensional structures with the sensing base

and organization of sensors into arrays is also a challenge.

Although monolithically integrated fabrication of the vertically

standing artificial cilia along with the sensing base has been

conducted in the past [23], this method is cumbersome in

terms of fabrication and might often result in low yield. More-

over, most of the hair cell sensors developed in the past were

designed using piezoresistive or metal strain gauge-based sen-

sing principle [7,24–27]. All these sensors require a power

supply in order to bias the sensor into a Wheatstone bridge

configuration and the voltage output generated due to the

flow stimulus is measured. In this work, for the first time, we

propose arrays of bioinspired and self-powered MEMS flow

sensors that work based on piezoelectric sensing principle

and thus do not need a power supply.

Here we present the design, fabrication and complete

characterization of a two-dimensional artificial lateral line

formed by novel piezoelectric MEMS hair cell flow sensors.

The flow-sensing abilities of the individual piezoelectric flow

sensors are thoroughly analysed using a dipole (vibrating

sphere) in water. The ability of the two-dimensional array of

the piezoelectric hair cell sensors in locating an underwater

stimulus is validated through detailed experimental analysis.

We also developed a flexible CN-inspired package to reduce

the effect of steady and low-frequency flows on the sensor.

Figure 2 depicts the translation of the functionality of the lat-

eral lines in fish to the artificial lateral lines on UUVs.

Availability of artificial sensors that emulate the lateral lines

of fish could bring a significant enhancement in the control

and manoeuvring abilities of UUVs.
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Figure 1. The mechanosensory SN and CN sensors. (a) A schematic describing the basic anatomy of a SN sensor and its principle of sensing. (b) Confocal laser scanning
microscopy image, showing the hair cells of a neuromast stained in red and the lateral-line nerve stained in green. Courtesy Whitney’s Laboratory for Marine Bioscience,
St Augustine, Florida. (c) A schematic describing the biomechanical noise rejection features of the CN. (d ) A scanning electron microscope image of canal pores in blind cave
fish. A single neuromast exists embedded within the canal at the centre of the region between the pores. (Online version in colour.)
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2. Artificial hair cell sensor development
2.1. Sensor structure and sensing principle
The piezoelectric MEMS hair cell sensors developed in this

work consist of three major parts: piezoelectric Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)-

O3 (lead zirconium titanate or PZT) sensing membrane,

high-aspect-ratio artificial hair cell located at the centre of the

PZT membrane, and canal-inspired package for noise rejection.

The device structure is schematically diagrammed in figure 3a.
Each sensor contains a sensing membrane of diameter 800 mm

and measures a footprint of 1.4 � 1.4 mm. The sensing mem-

brane consists of a 3 mm thick PZT layer with Pt bottom

electrode and gold top electrode contacting the PZT diaphragm

on both the sides. A micro-stereolithographic assembly

(m-SLA) process is employed to fabricate high-aspect-ratio

cylindrical pillars. Movement of underwater objects generates

disturbances that cause a pressure gradient across the hair

cell present in their vicinity. The bending moment in the hair

cell is transferred to the piezoelectric membrane attached to

the hair cell. The stress due to bending generates electric

charge that is collected through the contact pads. A schematic

of the sensor structure is shown in figure 3a. A representative

schematic of the working mechanism of the artificial hair cell

sensor is described in figure 3b. The stress and displacement
profile of the PZT membrane, for a pressure of 10 Pa exerted

on a quarter of the perimeter of the hair cell, is simulated

through three-dimensional finite-element analysis.

We developed flexible one- and two-dimensional arrays of

PZT hair cell sensors that are surface-mountable on the stream-

lined bodies of UUVs. Flexible arrays are formed by mounting

the sensors on liquid crystal polymer (LCP) substrate which is

patterned with metal interconnects. The first array consists of

10 sensors arranged in a single row with a sensor-to-sensor spa-

cing of 5 mm. The second array consists of a two-dimensional

arrangement of 20 sensors in a 4 � 5 pattern with a total array

footprint of 30 � 40 mm. Schematics of the organization of

the sensors in the array showing various dimensions involved

in the array design are depicted in figure 3c,d. Figure 3e illus-

trates the working principle of the sensor and data acquisition

process. Acquiring and analysing the outputs of all the sensors

in the array (that depict the flow field generated by a stimulus

projected along the sensor array) can provide valuable infor-

mation about identifying the position, velocity and the shape

of an underwater object.

We used the dipole to characterize our artificial lateral

line since the theory of dipole flow fields has been well

studied in the past [21,28], which allows us to conduct theor-

etical studies to verify our experimental results. In addition, a
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Figure 2. Bioinspired MEMS flow sensors. (a) A photograph of the blind cavefish showing the approximate location of the lateral line of neuromast sensors.
(b) Scanning electron microscope image of the lateral line showing the CN sensors on the fish. A single neuromast exists embedded between successive tiny
pores seen on the lateral line. (c) An individual neuromast sensor as seen through a direct interference contrast microscope. (d ) A representative schematic of
an UUV showing the line of location of the sensors for near-field underwater sensing. (e) A flexible array of MEMS piezoelectric self-powered flow sensors on
LCP substrate, fabricated in this work. ( f ) The size of an individual MEMS flow sensor as compared to a Singapore 10 cents coin. (Online version in colour.)
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dipole-generated flow field closely represents those generated

by freely swimming fish which form the stimulus for biologi-

cal lateral lines in fishes [22]. When the dipole vibrates in

water, it displaces the surrounding water and the water

moves around the dipole into the region that has just vacated.

For simplicity, we neglected the water displacements that

occur due to gravity, temperature differences and rotational

motion but only considered the flow generated due to the

movement of the dipole.

We calculated the flow velocities at various points along the

plane of artificial lateral line of sensors (represented in figure 4a)

for two cases of dipole vibrating in the plane parallel to the array

of sensors and in the plane perpendicular to the plane of sensors.

According to the dipole model developed in [29–31], the dipole
parallel to the array of the sensors generates a flow velocity

along the line of sensors as described by

Vk,xðxÞ ¼
mðtÞ
2p

ð2x2 � P2Þ
{x2 þ P2}5=2

" #
: ð2:1Þ

When the dipole vibrates perpendicular to the array of sensors it

generates a flow velocity along the line of sensors as described by

V?,xðxÞ ¼
3mðtÞPx

2p{x2 þ P2}5=2
: ð2:2Þ

In equations (2.1) and (2.2), A is diameter of the dipole, f is

frequency of oscillation, a is displacement amplitude, P is
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observation distance (distance between dipole source and sensor

membrane), v is the angular frequency and m(t) ¼ 2pvaA3.

Figure 4b,c describes the analytically calculated velocity

distributions for cases that the dipole is vibrating parallel

and perpendicular to the x-axis. In the case of parallel oscil-

lation, the water velocity is an even function and the

distance between zeros is
ffiffiffi
2
p
� P, while in the case of perpen-

dicular oscillation condition, the water velocity is an odd

function and the distance between maximum and minimum

is P [15]. The analysis presented in this section is beneficial to

design experiments so as to obtain sufficient information

with an array of sensors to be able to determine the location,

pressure difference amplitude, distance and direction of

movement of the oscillatory flow source.
2.2. Sensor design
The design of the electrodes on the PZT membrane for charge

collection and the hair cell design have been optimized
in order to achieve higher sensitivity and lower threshold

detection limits. In designing the piezoelectric sensors, we

developed a bottom floating electrode design which consists

of a top electrode with circular and ring patterns and a floating

bottom electrode [32,33]. In this design, two separate electro-

des collect the stress polarities in the central region and the

peripheral region of the diaphragm. The floating bottom elec-

trode is not patterned and extends completely under the PZT

layer. When working in a sensor mode, in the case of the con-

ventional sensor design with no floating electrode, the voltage

integral path is constrained in the gaps between the ring and

the circular electrodes and therefore the voltage is much

smaller. In the proposed floating electrode design, the voltage

integral path goes first from the central electrode to the bottom

electrode, and then to the top ring electrode. In this way the

entire area under the top ring electrode is used. In addition,

the high strain gradient that occurs at the circumference of

the pillar causes an enhanced voltage generation due to

piezoelectric effect.
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2.3. Artificial lateral-line fabrication
Individual piezoelectric artificial hair cell sensors are fabricated

through a unique combination of MEMS micromachining

process and sol–gel method for the growth of the thin-film

Pb(Zr0.52 Ti0.48)O3, described in [32,34]. In order to simplify

the fabrication process, the hair cells are fabricated separately

and then mounted at the centre of the PZT diaphragms. The

individual sensors are then packaged into flexible arrays.

The fabrication of the piezoelectric sensing base commences

with the deposition of thin Ti/Pt (30/300 nm) layer that

forms the floating bottom electrode by sputter coating on the

device layer of a 4-inch silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer with

orientation k1 0 0l. After which a 3 mm thick PZT layer is

spin-coated on the Pt electrode by employing sol–gel

method. In the third step, the top electrode is formed by
sputter-coating Au/Cr(150/20 nm) layer on top of the PZT

layer. The top electrode is then patterned to form the circular

and ring electrodes by lift-off process. A cavity that is aligned

with the circular electrode on the top-side is etched into the

handle layer of the SOI wafer by deep reactive ion etching

(DRIE) process to form the sensing membrane. The DRIE pro-

cess also defines the dicing lines between the sensors and the

individual sensors can be separated from the wafer.

High-aspect-ratio hair cells, 2700 mm tall and 350 mm in

diameter are fabricated by the m-SLA process. Fabrication of

high-aspect-ratio structures with SU-8 photoresist is well

established in the past [35,36]; however, the process requires

various optimization steps to achieve tall, high-aspect-ratio

structures. In addition, other fabrication complexities are

involved with the process that could reduce the surface flatness
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of the high-aspect-ratio SU-8 structures such as unintentional

tilt in the baking process, dirt particles and curvature of the

substrate or mask. Unlike SU-8 processing that has been

mainly used for hair cell fabrication in the past [22], m-SLA is

a less cumbersome process that can form high-aspect-ratio pil-

lars. m-SLA is micro-manufacturing process that allows

building of three-dimensional microstructures directly from

the model created by computer-aided design softwares [37].

It develops micro components by solidifying liquid monomer

in a layer-by-layer fashion. The micro-pillar hair cells in this

work are fabricated on a SLA VIPER machine from Si60 poly-

carbonate polymer material. The high-aspect microstructures

are formed by scanning a 355 nm UV beam of spot size

0.01 mm on the liquid monomer Si60. Independent nanoinden-

tation experiments to characterize the material properties of the

hair cell revealed a Young’s modulus of 2.5–3 GPa.

The hair cells are then carefully mounted at the centre of the

PZT sensing base by using a precise X–Y–Z position control-

ler. Firstly, a micro-drop of EPO-TEK-H70E non-conducting

epoxy is drop-cast at the centre of the PZT diaphragm by

using a micro-pipette attached to a precise X–Y–Z position

controller. The pillar is held with micro-tip tweezers and posi-

tioned on top of the epoxy dot on the PZT membrane. The

positioning is carefully adjusted by observing through a

high-speed camera that monitors the movement of the micro-

tip that holds the hair cell. The device is then heat-treated for

12 h at 558C to allow the epoxy to cure and make a strong

bond between the hair cell and the membrane. Figure 5a,b
shows the optical images of the MEMS hair cell sensor. The

individual sensors are poled by applying a DC voltage of

30 V for 20 min between the electrodes. Poling treatment is

required to align the ferroelectric domains of the PZT compo-

site. Before testing, individual sensors are characterized by

using an Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyser. An

example of impedance and phase response of the proposed

sensor in air is shown in figure 5c. The sensor shows a resonant
frequency of 17.7 kHz and a high Q-value of 104.6 as calculated

by fitting the Lorentz function with a phase response. The res-

onant frequency and the quality factor might vary slightly from

sensor to sensor even though they are fabricated in the same

batch. This is due to the slight non-uniformity of the layers

deposited during the sensor fabrication, and non-uniformity

of the DRIE cavity that leads to membranes of slightly varying

thickness. The difference in residual stress generated between

the deposited layers in the sensing membrane might also

lead to changes in the sensitivity of the sensor. It was ensured

that all the sensors chosen for the array showed close resonant

frequency and quality factor.

In order to conduct object detection experiments, it is

necessary to employ arrays of sensors that are capable of deter-

mining the local flow velocity. Flexibility of the array is

required to enable mounting the array on the surface of stream-

lined UUVs for use in real time. Electrical connections are

formed on a 100 mm thick LCP 3908 film by gold deposition

and lift-off processes. These electrical connections enable easy

wiring by extending the small-sized sensor contact pads to

larger workable sizes. Photographs of the flexible sensor

arrays (one-dimensional and two-dimensional) developed on

LCP substrate are shown in figure 6.
3. Experimental set-up
In all the experiments presented, a dipole is used to perform

hydrodynamic characterization of the arrays under biologically

relevant scenarios [15]. A dipole of diameter of 8 mm is set to

vibrate using a permanent magnet mini-shaker (model 4810,

B&K, Norcross, GA, USA). The dipole is connected to the mem-

brane of the mini-shaker by a stainless steel rod 120 mm long

and 2 mm in diameter. The dipole can be driven at a desired

amplitude and frequency controlled by a function generator

connected to the mini-shaker. The signal from the function
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generator is amplified by a specified gain through a power

amplifier (type 2718, B&K). The mini-shaker is inverted and

mounted on top of a water tank of dimensions 1 m (L) �
0.6 m (W) � 0.4 m (H) so that the dipole is immersed 120 mm

deep into water. In all the experiments, the output from the

sensors is amplified 500 times using a SRS560 low-noise pre-

amplifier. The output from the sensor is acquired using

National Instruments data acquisition card (NI-DAQ) at a rate

of 2 kHz and recorded in LABVIEW without filtration.

In general, the frequency range of relevance for underwater

sensing applications is known to be from steady-state flows

(0 Hz) to oscillatory flows of about 35 Hz [21]. Before testing

the response of the hair cell sensors, the dipole source was

characterized to determine the velocities generated by its

vibration when driven at various amplitudes and frequencies.

A PSV300 model laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) is used to

determine the displacement amplitude and velocity of the

dipole for various driving amplitudes at 35 Hz. A schematic

of the test apparatus and set-up is shown in figure 7a.

Figure 7b shows the velocity of vibration of the dipole as a func-

tion of voltage amplitude of the sinusoidal stimulus supplied

to the dipole. The experiment is repeated at gains of both 10
and 20 dB of the power amplifier. At a constant frequency,

the flow velocity of the dipole increases linearly with increasing

amplitude of vibration of the dipole.

Three major experiments are presented in this paper, which

prove three different abilities of the proposed neuromast sen-

sors. First, the flow velocity sensing experiments conducted

using single SN sensors demonstrate the sensitivity and

threshold detection limits of the sensors in sensing air and

water flows. Second, the object localization experiments con-

ducted using two- and one-dimensional arrays of hair cell

sensors demonstrate the performance of the array of artificial

SNs in locating an underwater stimulus source. Third, the fre-

quency response experiments conducted using the artificial

SNs and CNs which demonstrate high-pass filtering abilities

of the CN and also flat frequency response for SN sensors.
4. Flow velocity sensing
The response of the hair cell sensor to various flow velocities

generated by the oscillating dipole is measured to determine

the sensitivity and the threshold detection limit of the sensor.
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The displacement amplitudes of the dipole are inferred from

LDV results and the flow velocity is obtained at any obser-

vation distance from equation (2.1). Figure 8a,b shows the

experimental results of flow sensing in air and water, respect-

ively. As seen in figure 8 at each flow velocity, the sensor’s

output voltage is much higher for water flow as compared

to air flow due to the difference in density of the two

media by a factor of about 1000. In figure 8b, it can be

observed that the increase in sensor output is very gradual

for water flow velocities up to 20 mm s21, corresponding to

a Reynolds number (Re) of 50, beyond which the rate of

increase of the sensor output is much higher. This is because

for flow velocities (U) below Re � 50, drag force (FD) generated

due to skin friction on the standing pillar is the major contribu-

tor to the sensor output, which increases linearly with

increasing flow velocity. However, at higher velocities, the

pressure gradient dominates in the overall contribution to the

sensor output [24]. Such a transition is not seen in the case of

air flow sensing since the Re for the entire range of experimen-

tally tested velocities is below 50 and skin friction stands as the

sole contributor to sensor output. The hair cell sensors demon-

strate a threshold sensing limit of 2.5 mm s21 and 8.2 mm s21 in

air and in water flow velocities, respectively. The threshold

detection limit is defined as that flow velocity below which

the peak frequency in the fast Fourier transform of the dipole

response could not be observed due the background noise.

The sensors demonstrate a sensitivity of 0.82 mV/(mm s21)

and 22 mV/(mm s21) in sensing air and water flow velocities,

respectively. Threshold detected from oscillatory flow signals

for fish varies between species from 18 to 36 mm s21 for the fre-

quency range of 10–20 Hz [38,39]. The threshold detection

limits achieved by the proposed piezoelectric flow sensors

are higher than those of the artificial flow sensors developed

in the past [40–42].
5. Object detection experiments
Inspired by the hydrodynamic sensing in fishes [21], in this sec-

tion we demonstrate through experimental validations that

arrays of artificial sensors with the ability to measure spatially

distributed flow patterns can recreate the distance and exact

location of a moving source. The information of the distance

and location can be encoded from the signal acquired from

the arrays of sensors. Three separate experiments are conducted

to determine the location of the dipole, the observation distance
of the dipole and change in dipole position in parallel to the

sensor plane. Before conducting object localization exper-

iments, the velocity sensitivities of each sensor of the array

were characterized by using the dipole vibrating at various vel-

ocity amplitudes in quiescent water. This step ensures that there

is no calibration required to reject errors that could happen due

to sensitivity mismatch between sensors. When the dipole is

located in the vicinity of the two-dimensional array of sensors,

the flow velocity generated due to the vibration of the dipole is

higher at the sensors which are closer to the dipole. Due to

increased distance from the dipole, the sensors farther from

the centre of the array see a lower velocity. Peak to peak of

the voltage outputs from all the sensors of the array are

obtained as a response to the dipole vibration. A ‘Mexican

hat’ profile is fitted through the experimental data acquired

from all the sensors of the two-dimensional array. As predicted

by the theoretical analysis presented in §2.1 (figure 4), and as

verified by the neuro-physiological studies conducted on lateral

line of fish in the past [19,43], the spatial response of the sensor

array resembles a ‘Mexican hat’ profile. Results presented in

figure 9 show that the magnitude of voltage output is highest

at the projected centre location of the dipole and it gradually

decreases with increasing distance from the centre. In the exper-

imental case, the peak is observed at (x, y) ¼ (0, 0) since the

dipole is located right at the centre of the array which is

considered as the origin.

One-dimensional array of sensors is used to demonstrate

the array’s ability to determine the distance of the stimulus

from the array. We conducted this experiment at various

observation distances and experiments were repeated for

five different arrays of sensors to verify the reproducibility

of the results. We used the one-dimensional array in order

to reduce the number of data recordings. Although the

array only has 10 sensors, we obtained 20 measurement

points by shifting the array by 2.5 mm (half the sensor-to-

sensor spacing) while keeping the dipole location the same

and re-conducting the experiment. The dipole is located at

the centre of the array which is represented as the origin.

Results presented in figure 10a,b demonstrate that the array

of sensors is able to estimate the observation distance P.

The parameters in equation (2.1) are f ¼ 35 Hz, a ¼ 1 mm,

A ¼ 8 mm and amplitude of 250 mVRMS. Employing theoreti-

cal predictions described in §2.1, and output of the artificial

lateral line, the actual distances of P ¼ 25 and 35 mm as 24.75

and 35.35 mm (error 1%). In addition, in an attempt to evaluate

the maximum observation distance that the array can still
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localize the dipole source, we performed a similar experiment

for various observation distances ranging from 25 to 75 mm.

As shown in figure 10c, by increasing the observation distance

the accuracy of object localization by the array decreases due to

flow damping. The localization error for the observation dis-

tance of 55 mm increased to 28%. Figure 10d shows the flow

velocities obtained from array of sensors at various observation

distances. An additional experiment, by moving the dipole

parallel to the sensor array is conducted to determine the

response of the array to moving stimulus source. The position

of the dipole is shifted parallel to the array as the outputs from
sensors are acquired, simultaneously. As can be seen in

figure 11, the peak output of the array which corresponds to

the location of the dipole shifts along with the current location

of the dipole.
6. Frequency response of the artificial canal and
superficial neuromasts

When artificial SNs are employed in real-time underwater sen-

sing situations, in addition to the stimulus-generated forces,
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low-frequency disturbances, such as the flow generated by the

vehicle’s own motion as well as external disturbances such as

tidal streams and waves, provide high-amplitude noise in the

sensor measurements. In order to overcome these problems,

we developed a biomimetic canal packaging that encapsulates

the hair cell sensors and functions similar to the CNs of fishes.

The developed artificial CNs not only protect the hair cells

from the high pressure of steady or low-frequency flows but

also function as tuneable filters to avoid low-frequency flows.

Figure 12a shows a schematic of the arrangement of the array

of hair cells within the canal structure. Although, in reality,

canals have complex geometries [17], to simplify the design
and experimental analysis of flow filtering features, we

considered CNs with straight-walled semi-circular tubes.

Various important parameters involved in the artificial CN

structure design are canal dimensions, distance between the

pores and diameter of the pores [17]. The fabrication process

of the artificial CNs used in this work has been elaborated in

our previous work [44]. Figure 12a shows the optical image of

the cross section represented by AA plane in the schematic in

figure 12b. The canal pores and the embedded hair cells and

the locations of the pores are shown in figure 12b.

We conducted a comparative experimental study of the fre-

quency response of the artificial SNs and CNs using the dipole
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source which is positioned at an observation distance of 25 and

120 mm deep into water. The artificial superficial and canal

sensors are simultaneously exposed to the dipole-generated

oscillatory flows at varying frequencies. In general, the flow

velocity generated by the dipole source depends on frequency

and amplitude of the vibration. Therefore, amplitude must be

modulated in order to maintain the flow velocity at a constant

magnitude while increasing the frequency of vibration. The

combinations of amplitudes and frequencies to maintain a

constant flow velocity of 70 mm s21 were determined through

LDV experiments. As the frequency of the dipole is swept from

1 to 100 Hz, the outputs of both the SN and CN sensors are

acquired simultaneously. Figure 13 shows the frequency

response plots of the artificial superficial and canal sensors.

The results for the artificial SN sensor show that the sensor’s

response is independent of the frequency. In the case of the

CN sensor, pressure difference between the canal pores drives

the fluid in the canal, which is opposed by the friction generated

due to the walls of the semi-circular canal. At low frequencies,

the frictional forces dominate the response and thereby result

in lower activation of the hair cell. In addition, at low frequen-

cies, the displacement of water particles outside the canal is

larger than that inside the canal resulting in the high-pass filter-

ing nature seen in figure 13. Experimental results in figure 13

demonstrate that the CNs eliminate steady-state flows and sub-

stantially filter oscillatory flows below a frequency of 10 Hz. The

attenuation of low frequencies clearly illustrates how the canal

mechanics play a crucial role in the success of operation of these

sensors in the presence of low-frequency noises.
7. Conclusion and outlook
Translating the sensory abilities of the ubiquitous lateral-

line mechanosensory system to an artificial sensor platform

brings substantial improvement in the sensing capabilities of

UUVs for improved navigation and control. In an effort to

develop such an artificial lateral-line sensing system, we fabri-

cated flexible and surface-mountable two-dimensional arrays

of self-powered, light-weight, ultrasensitive and reliable piezo-

electric MEMS flow sensors. These flow sensors consist of

high-aspect-ratio hair cells fabricated by stereolithography

that are mounted at the centre of micro-diaphragm PZT

sensors. Individual PZT flow sensors are characterized for

flow velocity sensing by employing a dipole stimulus. The sen-

sors demonstrated ultrahigh flow sensitivities of 0.8 mV/

(mm s21) and 22 mV/(mm s21) at 35 Hz in sensing air and
water flows, respectively, with threshold velocity detection

limits as low as 2.5 mm s21 and 8.2 mm s21 in air and water

flows, respectively. In order to evaluate the object detection

abilities of the array, we conducted three major experiments,

wherein the arrays were employed to determine the location

and distance of the object. We also developed artificial CNs

that could substantially filter oscillatory flows below 10 Hz.

Artificial hair cell arrays such as the ones presented in this

work will assist UUV engineers to enhance the situatio-

nal awareness of UUVs and biologists to understand the

locomotory and detection mechanisms in fishes.
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